SOLUTION: ASSET TRACKING

DISCOVER THE POSSIBILITIES OF ASSET TRACKING WITH LOSANT
Use cases and opportunities are infinite. Asset trackers can prevent theft, monitor highpriced inventory or be used to provide teams or managers with real-time information. The
benefits to every business and organization are clear. But, for decision makers expecting
real-time information, tracking only location with mobile apps or simple devices soon won’t
be enough to compete.
To build an IoT solution you need three components: A high-powered IoT platform, a
connectivity partner and hardware.
Losant is a hardware-agnostic enterprise IoT platform designed to work with your existing
connectivity partner. Our partner network features several hardware and connectivity organizations for enterprises breaking into IoT. Our team of solutions engineers would be happy
to help you create an IoT system that will work for your business.

Respond to situations
immediately. Mitigate
risks. Reduce loss.
Better serve your clients
or your leadership
team by creating new
opportunities with asset
tracking capabilities.

POTENTIAL USE CASES
• Delivery confirmation
• Asset/load condition monitoring
(vibration, temperature, moisture)

• Integration with new and existing
devices and data sources
• Real-time tracking
• Configurable workflows and
dashboards
• End-user applications, alerts &
domains

LOSANT PROVIDES THE TOOLS YOU NEED TO SUCCEED
Losant is an easy-to-use and powerful Enterprise IoT Platform designed to help teams quickly and
securely build complex real-time connected solutions.
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KNOW MORE

SEE MORE

Many apps can track location. Get a complete picture of an asset’s condition with
the Losant IoT Enterprise Platform. Our
tools can incorporate data from new and
existing devices and sources. Do you know
if a shipment is at risk? Is your fleet in its
best condition? To better serve your customers, or to provide information for new
business opportunities, Losant can enable
you to incorporate real-time delivery information with geographical location, load
weight, vibration information and possible
maintenance requirements.

Create GPS maps, time logs, graphs and
more to provide real-time information, and
peace of mind to your team or customer
with Losant’s Data Visualization tools. Our
platform is designed to meet ever-changing business needs and can be configured
for different clients or scenarios. The applications are endless. Save your organization time by tracking the location of limited
equipment and save replacement costs.
Prevent threats or view new opportunities.

Integrate information systems.

Our client, NimbeLink, created an Asset
Tracking solution which integrates data
from their proprietary cloud platform with
Losant’s IoT platform to visualize location
data and help users detect the movement
of high-priced assets and inventory.

Visualize real-time data from anywhere.

Our client, C&D Mechanical, uses an IoT
solution to track expensive tools, eliminate
downtime and loss; and prevent replacement costs. With Losant’s IoT platform, the
team is now able to visualize the exact location of each tool on a map in its dashboard, which saves the company costs and
improves service.

OFFER MORE

Give your client or your leadership team
what it wants.
Deliver real-time information to help empower decisions. Customize information
using our Experience Views feature. Design
applications, dashboards, messaging alerts
or email reports for your leadership team
or your client. Greatly reduce time to market, eliminate operational overhead and
simplify your development team’s workload with our easy drag and drop interface.
Make sense of millions of data points to
provide a scalable solution with Losant’s
IoT platform.
Our client, SpotSee, uses shock sensors
to keep its clients informed about potential damage during the transportation of
high-priced inventory. With the Losant IoT
platform, their clients can be made aware
of asset conditions in real-time, prior to
delivery.

ABOUT LOSANT

Losant is an Enterprise Internet of Things
Platform that enables building real-time
connected solutions.
• Accelerate the creation of connected
IoT solutions
• Enhance the customer experience with
real-time data
• Provide enterprises with a secure and
scalable foundation
• Integrate new and existing network and
hardware systems
• Customize options to fit the needs of
any business
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